
WRITE ARTICLE REVIEW EXAMPLE

Writing of an article review entails evaluation of an article written by another person. The article reviews examples help
in different ways such as: To identify .

When choosing an article, bear in mind: it should reflect the main idea. Highlights the positive aspects and
facts presented in the publication. It is possible that their research tried to address to many aspects at the same
time causing the quality of the study to suffer. Take a standpoint of either supporting or not with the author's
assertions but back your arguments with facts and relevant theories that are pertinent to the area of knowledge.
Think about the author and other works related to the article. Prepare for Your Review First of all, you need to
understand what your review will be about. Is the supportive evidence relevant? Having retold the gist of the
article, take your time and decide which parts are worth discussing in the review. Feeling Stuck on Your
Essay? Look through our pages and you will see that we have samples written for many types of papers:
persuasive essays, academic letters, research papers, business writing, article reviews, etc. This kind of work
belongs to professional pieces of writing because the process of crafting this paper requires reviewing,
summarizing, and understanding the topic. You need to summarize the main ideas of the article, arguments,
positions, and findings. What previous knowledge does the author refer to? How to write a good article
review? Surgeons can replace a heart valve with a plastic and metal one that unfolds once threaded through
arteries. Read the article and try to evaluate it. Students are assigned to write a review on the following types
of articles: Journal article reviews. Your tutor will determine how long the introduction should be, but
normally it takes several paragraphs. Journal: Last, First M. Also, it will be beneficial to give the reader some
background information about the current state of the issue related to the topic. Researching and reviewing
quantitive and qualitative articles is a process of systematic examination of materials to enhance, validate and
learn new knowledge Schmidt and Brown, , p. To evaluate some work, you need to get a grasp on the general
theme, understand the influence of this work on further research of the subject, and analyze supporting
arguments. All of our samples were created in accordance with specific requirements. Secondly, new
technologies have led to new classroom activities that necessitate new methods of analysis. Note that, The
review only responds to the research of the author and does not involve new research. Paul Theroux supplies
readers with enriching encounters of visiting places with complex political histories and with deep and current
discords. You can only write a solid article review if you have made sure that you understand everything there
is to understand in and about the article. Check whether the author has succeeded in presenting ideas and
whether they are relevant or not. Professional Help What Is an Article Review That is a type of professional
paper writing which demands a high level of in-depth analysis and a well-structured presentation of
arguments. Do you need to call attention to a theme or central idea within the articles? Does your instructor
require background information? It is always better to see the example than to read numerous guidelines about
how to write it. What are the reasons why you agree or disagree with the author? How many articles should
you read? A good article review is about expressing your ideas coherently and logically. Support your opinion
with quotes. Hoppin discussed four main responsibilities in guiding reviewer in the reviewing process of
scientific paper. Note relevant facts and findings of the article. If you come across any notions or concepts that
you don't fully understand or if any questions arise, make notes. Instead, make notes on the margins and draw
connections between different parts of the article. Also, indicate strengths and weaknesses. In a conclusion
section, we suggest commenting on how this article influenced further research in the field. You need to
decide whether a topic was fully considered or there is a need for further research.


